第 44 回英語研修秋クラス
Class name: 中上級火 Upper Intermediate Tue. -Question buffet (Online /18:30-20:00)
Instructor: Ms. Melissa Noguchi

Do you regularly use English for work? Do you have foreign colleagues and friends that you
need to communicate with in English? Do you have questions about English that come up
while you’re using it for work or socializing? If so, this course might be perfect for you.
This course is different from typical English classes that are based upon a textbook or
handouts. The goal of this course is to create a space where participants can ask questions
about the English they encounter and use in their daily lives. (Question buffet:質問し放題)
In many standard English courses, instructors decide on and provide the materials and topics
taught during the course. This is very important for participants who want to improve their
general English skills. But, often these courses don’t cover problems or questions that come
up in participants’ real-life use of English.
In this course, participants will be asked to prepare questions to ask in class. Questions can be
about anything at all. Here are some examples:
•
•
•
•
•

The meaning or nuance of a word or phrase that you read or heard
Something you wanted to say or write but weren’t sure how to express in English
Something that’s been confusing you since junior high school
When to use more casual or more formal English
Anything English-related that you’re interested in or curious about

By creating a space where participants can ask specific questions about English, I hope to
provide support for your real-life English experience and use. Asking questions and hearing
the answers to questions will help participants improve the English they use for work or
socializing in very specific ways.
If there are lessons where there are not enough questions to fill the full time, the remaining
time will be used for developing conversation skills. In-class conversation will lead to mini
grammar and vocabulary lessons that will help participants express themselves using more
correct and more natural conversation.
This course is extremely participant-oriented. Participants will benefit from both asking
questions and hearing their answers. It is my hope to create a safe, comfortable, and active
course that will support your everyday English needs.
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